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Abstract - Geometric  independent  component  analysis 
(ICA)  uses a weight update rule that is very similar to the 
self-organizing map (SOM) learning rule in the case of a 
trivial  neighborhood function.  In this paper we use this 
fact and present a new geometric ICA algorithm that uses 
a SOM for learning.  The separation  qualiry is better in 
comparison to other geometric algorithms, but  the compu- 
tational  cost is highe,:  Furthermore. this new algorithm 
will pmvide  insight in how to transfer theoretical  results 
from the SOM area to geometric ICA. 
Keywords:  Independent component analysis, blind source 
separation, geometric ICA, self-organizing maps. 
1  Introduction 
Independent  component  analysis  (ICA)  describes  the 
process  of finding statistically  independent data within a 
given random vector. In blind source separation (BSS) one 
furthermore assumes that the given vector has been mixed 
using a fixed set of independent sources.  The advantage 
of applying ICA algorithms to  BSS problems  in contrast 
to correlation-based algorithms is the fact that ICA tries to 
make the output signals as independent as possible by also 
including higher-order statistics. 
Since the fin1 introduction of the ICA method by Her- 
ault and Jutten [9] various algorithms have been proposed 
to solve the blind source separation problem 171 [41 161. 
Most of them are based on  information theory, but re- 
cently geometrical algorithms have gained some attention 
due to their relatively easy implementation. They were first 
proposed in [ZO] [21], and since then have been successfully 
used for separating real world data [2] 1191.  The theoreti- 
cal background for geometric ICA has also been studied in 
detail 1241,  and a convergence condition has been formu- 
lated, which then resulted in a new, faster geometric alge 
rithm called FastGeo 1121 [251.  Furthermore, the ideas of 
geometric ICA have been successfully generalized to over- 
complete 1261 and high-dimensional systems 1271. 
2  ICA and Geometric ICA 
In this section we will give an introduction to ICA and 
geometric ICA; for convenience we will recall the unique- 
ness results of geometric ICA [25]. 
For m, n  E  N let Mat(m x  n) be the R-vectorspace 
of real m x  n matrices,  and Gl(n) := {W E Mat(n x 
n)  I det(W) # 0)  be the general linear group of R".  Let 
[l :  n] := [1,n]  flN = {l,  ...,n}  forn E N. Cov(X)  := 
E(XXT)  denotes the covariance matrix of a random vector 
X. 
Given an independent random vector S : R -  R", 
which will be called source vector with  zero mean  and 
symmetric  distribution,  where  R  is a  fixed  probability 
space, and A  E  Mat(n x  n;  R) is a quadratic invertible 
matrix, we call the random variable X  := A.  S the mixed 
vector. The goal of linear ICA is to recover the sources and 
the mixing matrix A from the given mixture X. 
We will assume that the mixing matrix A has full rank. 
In the symmetric case (m = n)  A then is invertible ie. A E 
Gl(n) and Scan  be recovered from A by S =  A-'X. This 
is not true in the nvercomplete case where less mixtures 
than sources are given (m < n); then the BSS problem 
is ill-posed,  hence further  restrictions like source density 
assumptions have to be made. 
In  the  following  we  denote  two  matrices  B,C  E 
Mat(m x n) lo be equivalent, B -  C,  if C can be written 
as C = BPL with an invertible diagonal matrix (scaling 
matrix) L E Gl(n)  and an invertible matrix with unit vec- 
tors in each row (permutation manix) P E  Gl(n). Simi- 
larly, B is said to be sealingequivalent to C,  B  -11  C, 
if C = BL holds, and B  is permutationsquivalent to 
C, B  -P  C,  if C = BP. Therefore, if B is scaling- or 
permutation-equivalent to C, it is equivalent to C,  but not 
vice-versa. If we write 
B=(bll ...I  b,) 
where bi  = Be; are the columns of the matrix B,  we have 
the following trivial lemmata: 
2003  D  ISIF  1457 Lemma 1 B  -S  C  if  and  only  if  (CI 1..  .  IC,)  =  which shows the lemma. 0 
(Xlbll.. .  IX,b,)  with Xi  E R\  {O}. 
Lemma 2 B  -P  C  if  and  only  if  (cl\.  .  .I&)  = 
(bP(')l..  . lbp("))  with p  E  S,  apermutation. 
Note that this transformation is unique except for trans- 
formation in O(n). 
Lemma 4  Given a BSS problem X  = AS with S an in- 
Corollary 1 B  - C  if  and  only  if  (c,l.. .  Icn)  = 
(X1bp(l)l  . . .  IAnbp(")) with Xi E  R \ {0}  and p E  S,  a 
permutation. 
dependent  random  vector with  non-singular  covariance, 
A  E GI(n), then there exist L  E  Gl(n) diagonal matrix, 
W  E  Gl(n) such that the BSS problem Y  = WALS is 
equivalent to X  = AS and WA  E  O(n). 
If at most one of the source variables S; := ri  o S is 
Gaussian (T, : R" +  R denotes the projection on the i-th 
coordinate) then for any solution to the symmetric (m = 
n) BSS problem, i.e.  any D  E Gl(n) such that Do  X  is 
independent, D-'  is equivalent to A (71.  Vice versa, any 
matrix D E Gl(n)  such that D-'  is equivalent to A solves 
the BSS problem,  since we  calculate for the transformed 
mutual information 
I(D  o  X)  = I(LPA-' o X)  = I(A-' o X)  = I(S)  = 0, 
taking into account that the information is invariant under 
scaling and permutation of coordinates. 
For the overcomplete case no such uniqueness results ex- 
ist.  However it is easy to see that in this case an estimate 
of the unknown mixing matrix can only be obtained up to 
equivalence: If B is equivalent to A that is A = BLP,  then 
set S'  := LPS. S'  is independent because the mutual infor- 
mation is invariant under scaling and permutation, and mix- 
ing S'  gives again X because X = AS = BLPS = BS'. 
Without loss of  generality let E(X)  = 0; this can be 
accomplished using a translation of the data vectors. Then 
also E(  S) = 0, so both the mixtures and the sources are 
centered. 
Definition 1 Let X :  + R"  be  an arbitrary random 
vector  Then X  is called  whitened  if E(X) =  0 and 
Cov(X) = I  i.e.  ifX is centered and decorrelated with 
unit variance components. A whilening transformntion of 
X  is a matrix W E  Gl(n) such that WX  is whitened. 
Proof.  Let L  := Cov(S)-'/2,  well-defined and diage 
nal because S is independent hence decorrelated and non- 
deterministic; note that L is a whitening transformation of 
S. Let W be a whitening transformation of ALS. Then 
I = COV(WALS)  = WACO~(LS)(WA)~  = WA(WA)~ 
so WA  E  O(n).  0 
This means that solving the orthogonal BSS problem will 
also solve the general BSS problem, so we can restrict our- 
selves to the case A E O(n). 
At first, we will restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional 
case, so let n = 2. So far in geometric ICA, mostly "neural" 
algorithms have been applied [20] [21]. The idea is to con- 
sider the projected random variable Y :=  T o  X  = n(X) 
where 
A :  R2 \ {0} 4 S'  := {z E R211zl =  1) 
(1) 
denotes the projection of R2  onto the unit sphere S', then 
taking the angle and finally mapping modulo ?r .  Ibo  arbi- 
trary starting values wl(O),  wz(0) E [0,  A) are chosen (usu- 
ally the angles of  the two unit vectors e,  and e2)  and are 
then subjected to the following update rule: 
-  [O,2r) -  [O,r) 
Wi(t) =  Wi(t -  1) +  9(t)sgn(yt -  Wi(t -  1))  (2) 
Here ut denotes a samole of the distribution of Y.  and i is  ". 
chosen such that the distance of u,(t)  to yt  modulo A is 
smaller than the distance for any other w,(t),  i. ,,(t) 
is the learning rate  which has to converge lo o. 
Hence it makes  to define the refeptive field of the 
"neuron" wi(t)  to be 
Lemma 3 Given a centered  random vector X  with non- 
singular covariance  (non-dererministic)  - this isfor exam- 
pie the case if the density of X  is continuous - then there 
exists a whitening transformation of X. 
Proof. Let C  := Cov(X)  be the covariance matrix of X.  C 
is symmetric, so there exists V E O(n)  such that VCVT = 
D-'/'  denotes the diagonal matrix with D-'/2D-1/2 = 
&I.  Then 
F,(t) := {z E [O,x)Iz  closest (modulo A) to ui(t)}.  (3) 
with  E  diagonal'  Set  := D-lizv,  where  Note that since we  in twedimensions the length of Fi(t) 
is always 5. 
As shown in [24], after convergence the neurons w,(w) 
Cov(WX) =  E(WXXTWT)  satisfy the geometric convergence condition: 
=  WCW* 
Definition 2  Two angles 11, 12  E [0,  T)  satisfy the Geomet- 
ric Convergence Condition (CCC) $1,  is the median af Y 
restricted to its receptivefield F;  for i = 1,2. 
-  D-1/2VCVTD-l/2  - 
-  -  D-'/ZDD-'/2  = I, 
1458 The geometric update step requires the signum function 
in the following way: 
w;(t) = w;(t -  1) + q(t)  sgn(z" -  m;(t -  1)).  (4) 
Then thew; converge to the medians in their receptive field. 
Note that the medians do not necessarily coincide with the 
maxima (al,a2)  of the mixed density distribution  on the 
sphere.  Therefore,  in general, any algorithm searching for 
the maxima of the distribution  will  not find the medians, 
which are the images of the unit vectors after mixing [24]. 
However with special restrictions  to the sources (identical 
super-gaussian distribution of each component, as for ex- 
i = j. Furthermore, we note that the pi's span the whole 
R", so they form a basis of R". 
Define the matrix hfp  ,,...,  p,,  E  Gl(n) to  he  the  linear 
mapping of e; onto p;  for i = 1, .  . . ,  n, i.e. 
hfp,  ,...,  p"  =  (Pll,.  , IPd. 
This matrix thus effects the linear coordinate change from 
the standard coordinates  to the new basis  (pi);.  We 
then have the following lemma: 
Lemma 5  For  a permuration  a E S,,,  the two matrices 
MpI  ,...,  pn  and MP,  (,), ...,  p+)  are equivalent. 
ample speech signals), the medians correspond to the max- 
ima 1181. 
Proof. We have 
~~ 
Let the mixing matrix A be given as follows: 
.  ., 
Theorem 1 (Uniqueness  of the geometric method)  The 
marrix Mpl,..,,pn  is equivafenr ro  A. 
Proof. By construction of Mp,,...,pn,  we have 
Then  the  vectors  (coda;),  sin(ai))T  satisfy  the  GCC; 
hence we may assume that the above algorithm converges 
to these two solutions, and therefore  we have recovered A 
and the sources S. 
3  Geometric considerations 
The basic idea of the geometric separation  method  lies 
in the fact  that  in  the source space  {SI,.  . . ,  s,,}  c  R", 
where s, represent a fixed number of samples of the source 
vector S with zero mean, the clusters along the axes of the 
coordinate system are transformed by A into clusters along 
different lines through the origin. The detection of those n 
new axes allows to determine a demixing matrix B which 
is equivalent to A-'. 
We now consider the learning process to he terminated 
already and describe precisely how to recover the matrix A 
then, i.e.  after the axes, which span the observation space, 
have been extracted from the data successfully. Let 
L := {(xl,.  .  . ,xn)  E R" 132;  > 0,y  = Ofor all j # i} 
be the set of positive coordinate axes. Denote L'  :=  AL  the 
image of this set under A. 
We claim that L'  intersects the unit (n -  1)-sphere 
sn-I .  .=  {X ER" I 1x1  = 1) 
in exactly n distinct pints {PI,.  . .  ,pn}.  For this note that 
L'  n S"-'  is the image of  the unit vectors  {el,.  .  .  ,e,} 
under the map 
f: R"\{O} -  R"\{O} + S"-' 
H  Az  HA 
1.44 
X 
so we have (after a possible reordering of  the p;'s) f  (e;) = 
pi. Since A is bijective, p; =  pj induces e;  =  e, and hence 
so there exists a A;  E R \ (0)  such that 
Mp  ,,....  pm (4  = 
Setting 
XI  0 
L:=[.  .  .  .  An) 
yields an invertible diagonal matrix L E GI(n), such that 
Mp  ,,...,  P..  = LAei. 
This shows the claim. 0 
Corollary 2  The matrix ME!,,,jpm  solves the BSSproblem. 
4  Self-organizing maps 
The selforganizing map algorithm (SOM) is  a clus- 
tering  algorithm  often used for the visualization  of high- 
dimensional data. SOMs have been developed by Kohonen 
in 1981 [  141 [  151 and have since then become a widely used 
and studied visualization and clustering technique. 
Let x  : N + R"'  be a sequence of samples of an m- 
dimensional  random vector X, the data distribution. Let 
R := {q,  . .  . ,  ~k}  c R" be the processing unit location 
in R"; often a grid R  =  [l : k']"  is used.  Finally for 
i = 1,.  .  .  ,  k let m;(l)  E  R'"  he the initial positions  of 
1459 Figure  I:  Using a SOM to  approximate a 3-dimensional 
density distribution.  The left figure shows a scatterplot of 
the density distribution -  a uniform distribution within  a 
hypercube,  i.e.  p = xplp where xa  denotes the charac- 
teristic function of A.  The left figure gives a plot of both 
the trained SOM and the distribution.  Again  it is easy to 
see the SOM trying to approximate the 3-dimensional den- 
sity distribution;  here it has to fold the 2-dimensional  grid 
in order to preserve the metric as well as possible. 
those units in the data space, usually one picks them out of 
a uniform distribution of the unit cube in R". 
Fitting of the model vectors is carried out by a sequential 
regression process: For each sample x(t), the winner index 
cor  best match is defined 
c(t)  := argmin; Ilz(t) -  m,(t)ll 
Then all model vectors (or a subset of them  if  the neigh- 
borhood  function  has small support) that belong lo nodes 
centered around node c(t)  are updated using 
m,(t + 1) = mi@)  + h(t,  llrc -  rill)(z(t) -  mi@)) 
fori = 1,.  . .  k,  where h : N x %'  +  %'  is the neigh- 
borhood function, a nonnegative in both variables decreas- 
ing function depending on time and the distance between 
the ith and cth node  on the map grid.  This regression  is 
usually reiterated over the available samples. 
Typical neighborhood functions are 
h(t,d)  = a(t)exp --  ( 23' 
where a(t)  and u(t)  are monotonically decreasing func- 
tions called  learning rate  and kemel width.  So T  H 
h(t,  T)  is a Gaussian kemel of the processing node distance. 
Figure 1 depicts the adaption ofa  2-dimensional SOM to 
a 3-dimensional data slmclure (n  = 2, m =  3). 
5  SOMICA 
In this section we want to hybridize the two concepts of 
ICA and SOMs.  There have already been some other ap 
proaches  to this like Local  ICA 1131,  where the mixture 
data is first clustered using a SOM,  and the ICA is applied 
to each cluster, or nonlinear BSS using a SOM as approx- 
imation to the demixing mapping [16].  Our approach is 
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Figure 2:  SOMICA algorithm I, subgaussian  case:  Sepa- 
rate a mixture of two uniform signals (see figure 3).  The 
2-dimensional  SOM is used to approximate the whitened 
mixtures.  The extrema1 units (those at  the comers of the 
grid) are then images of the unit vectors or their sum, de- 
pending on super- or subgaussianity  of the sources, so here 
m11 =XA(el+ez)orm~l  = XA(el-e2)forsomeX f0. 
somewhat similar to Pajunen et al.'s idea [16) in the linear 
case but it does not require the sources to be subgaussian. 
The idea of what we call SOMICA is very simple, based 
on the ideas of geometric ICA. Figures 2 and 3 show the 
basic idea of  SOMICA: Given observations X first whiten 
them such that Cov(X) = I. Then use a SOM to approx- 
imate X. The comer unit locations then contain similar to 
geometric ICA the information of the mixing matrix A. 
So  assume  S  is  an  independent  non-gaussian  2- 
dimensional symmetric non-deterministic  random  vector, 
and let X = AS with A E Gl(n).  Let W be a whitening 
transformation  (Lemma 3), so COY(  WX) = I. Consider 
the whitened BSS problem Y = WAS with Y := WX. 
Let T E  N and define a 2-dimensional  SOM on the input 
grid 
Note that we index the processing units by 2-tuples (i,j)  E 
R.  Use the SOM-learning-algorithm to approximate the 
whitened mixtures WX.  Let mjj be  the processing unit 
location  of  unit (i,j)  after the learning process has con- 
verged. Define 
R = [l :  7.1  x  p  :  7.1. 
B  Mm,,-m,,,m,,-m,,x 
=  (mll -  m,,lmi,  -  m,l) 
and 
B  =  Mmll+ml,-m,,-m,,,ml1-ml,+m,i-m,, 
-  -  (mn +  ml, -  m,l  -  m,lmll-  ml,  + m,t  -  m. 
1460 Figure 3:  SOMICA  algorithm 11, subgaussian  case:  The 
two uniform independent signals, mixtures, whitened mix- 
tures and recovered  signals are shown. Crosstalking error 
of the separation was 0.107809. 
We claim: 
Conjecture 1 VS  is supergaussien, then B is equivalent 
io WA. VS  is subgaussian, then B is equivalent io WA. 
Note  that  by  theorem  I,  we  only  have  to show  that 
{mil+ml,-m,l  -mvV,mli  -mi,+m,l  -m,..,}= 
LWAel, WAeZ}.  Then by corollary  2, B-I  respectively 
B-'  solves the whitened  BSS problem, and by. lemma 4 
therefore  (W-'B)-I  = B-'W  respectively  B-'W  the 
original BSS problem.  We  will not be  able to prove this 
conjecture here. A proof should follow the lines of the geo- 
metric case [24] and maybe use the convergence results of 
SOMs [81 [221 151. 
The intuitive idea of why this conjecture should be true 
is  that  for  example in  the  uniform  case  (more  general 
subgaussian  case) the comers ml1,ml7,  m,l,m,,  of the 
SOM correspond  to  'comers'  of the mixture  distribution, 
which  are identified  as WA(fel & ez).  So the matrix 
(rill + ml,lmli -  ml,)  will  have  to  be  equivalent  to 
WA, corollary  1.  Using symmetry we in fact use matrix 
B, which takes a mean over both opposite comers in order 
to stabilize the algorithm a bit.  In the supergaussian case, 
figures 4 and 5 however, the comers of the SOM should cor- 
respond directly to WA(e;),  so (mlllml,)  will be equiva- 
lent to WA. Again we use B as above for stability reasons. 
SOMICA does not work without whitening.  The reason 
is that the SOM algorithm looks for points which lie at the 
mean in their receptive  fields,  whereas in geometric  ICA 
we know that we should look for points fulfilling the GCC 
i.e.  for points lying at the median in their receptive fields. 
However after whitening, we have orthogonal structures, so 
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Figure 4: SOMICA algorithm I, supergaussian case: Sepa- 
rate a mixture of two Laplacian signals (see figure 5). The 
2-dimensional  SOM is used to approximate the whitened 
mixtures.  The extrema1 units (those at the comers of the 
grid) are then images of the unit vectors. 
median and mean are the same. 
Note that if it is not known in the beginning whether the 
sources are super- or subgaussian  then one can determine 
the correct solution by comparing the covariance C  of both 
recoveries B-'X  and B-'X  and taking the better solution 
in terms of minimal IIC -  111.  A similar idea has been ap 
plied in the LalticeICA algorithm [231, where the geometric 
structure of the mixture space is approximated using a his- 
togram. 
6  Examples 
In this section,  we compare SOMICA with other ICA 
algorithms,  namely  the FastICA algorithm [111 [lo] by 
Hyvikinen  and Oja,  the  two geometric  algorithms Fast- 
Geo  [25]  and  an  early  implementation  of  LatticeICA 
1231, and an easy EA-based algorithm, which we denote 
by  SimpleICA:  given  two-dimensional  signals X,  then 
(ED (  y1 ))  X is independent if E and D are 
calculated using the Matlab eigenvalue decomposition  al- 
gorithm; this only works for problems with the same source 
component distributions and normalized mixing matrices. 
We give performance comparison with SimplelCA in order 
to show how much algorithm time is used up by prewhiten- 
ing.  Calculations  have been performed on a P4-Zoo0  E 
with Windows and Matlab, using the 'SOM Toolbox'  from 
the Helsinki group'. 
For comparison, we calculate the performance index El 
-1 
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Figure 5: SOMICA algorithm 11, supergaussian case: The 
two uniform independent signals, mixtures, whitened mix- 
tures and recovered signals are shown.  Crosstalking error 
of the separation was 0.084581. 
index El 
or crosstalking errnr as proposed by Amari [I] 
FastCeo  17 
LatticeICA  64 
where P = (pij) =  B-lA, B the calculated estimate of A. 
0.52 f0.65 
0.27f0.39 
SimpleICA  1  0.17f0.44 
Table 1:  Comparison of time per run and crosstalking error 
of ICA algorithms for a random mixture of two Laplacian 
signals. Means and standard deviations were taken over 100 
runs with  IO00 samples and uniformly distributed mixing 
matrix elements. 
In our first example, we consider a mixture of two Lapla- 
cian signals.  The  results of  the different algorithms  are 
shown in table 1:  for each algorithm we measure the mean 
elapsed cpu-time per run and the mean crosstalking error 
El with its standard deviation. FastICA, SimpleICA (EA) 
and the two geometric algorithms are fast, SOMICA is very 
..  .  .... 
.. 
Algorithm  timehn [ms]  index El 
Table 2: Comparison of time per run and crosstalking error 
of  ICA algorithms for a random  mixture of  two uniform 
signals. Means and standard deviations were taken over 100 
runs with loo0 samples and uniformly distributed mixing 
matrix elements. 
Algorithm  I  timehn [ms] I  index El 
FastGeo  29  0.49 i0.29 
SimpleICA 
SOMICA 
Table 3: Comparison of time per run and crosstalking error 
of ICA algorithms for a random mixture of  two delta-like 
signals (deterministic, not independent!).  Means and stan- 
dard deviations were taken over 10 runs with IO00 samples 
and uniformly distributed mixing matrix elements. 
13  0.3 6  f  0.8 2 
868  0.012f0.001 
Algorithm 
FastICA (pow?.) 
FastGeo 
LatticeICA 
I  FastGeo  I  49  I  0.30f0.65  I 
timelrun [msl  index El 
6  0.27f0.22 
18  0.51 i0.73 
57  1.0f0.71 
Algorithm  time/run [ms]  index E1 
Table 4:  Comparison of time per run  and crosstalking error 
of ICA algorithms for a random mixture of two sound sig- 
nals (speech) with IMX) sampIes. Means and standard devi- 
ations were taken over 100 runs with uniformly distributed 
mixing matrix elements. 
SimpleICA 
1462 
2  0.233~0.43 
LatticeICA  88  0.74f0.65 
~~ 
SimpleICA 
~  ~ 
35  0.60f0.74 slow in comparison, but we have not yet done any optimiza- 
tion and SOM algorithms usually tend to be rather slow. In 
terms of accuracy however, SOMICA performs better than 
FastICA. 
In the second and third example, we compare these algo- 
rithms for uniform (table 2) and delta-like (table 3)  data dis- 
tributions.  Again SOMICA is very accurate, but very slow; 
FastICA and LatticeICA seem to have problems with the 
delta case, which is not surprising considering the fact that 
the delta distribution is not independent; they are, nonethe- 
less, separable by geometric algorithms and show that geo- 
metric algorithms can only be used in ICA problems where 
a BSS mixing model is indeed given. 
The fourth example deals with real-world data:  two au- 
dio signals (two speech signals),  see table 4.  The results 
are similar to  the  above toy examples.  FastICA  outper- 
forms SOMICA in terms of speed, the accuracy of FastGeo 
and SOMICA however are comparable, closely followed by 
FastlCA. The  SimpleICA algorithm is less accurate, mainly 
due to the different source distributions. 
7  Higher Dimensions 
In  the  above  sections  we  have  explicitly  used  two- 
dimensional  data.  In real  world problems,  however,  the 
mixed data is usually high-dimensional (for example EEG- 
data with 21 dimensions).  Therefore it would be satisfac- 
tory  to generalize geometric  algorithms to higher dimen- 
sions. The neural geometric algorithm can be easily trans- 
lated  to higher dimensional  cases, but  a serious problem 
occurs in the explicit calculation:  In order to approximate 
higher dimensional pdfs it is necessary to have an exponen- 
tially growing number of samples, as will be shown in the 
following. 
The number of samples in  a ball Bd-'  of radius 29  on 
the unit sphere Sd-'  C Rd  divided by the number of sam- 
ples on the whole Sd-'  can be calculated as follows, if we 
assume a uniformly distributed random vector. 
Let Bd := {z E  Rdllzl 5  1) and Sd-'  :=  {z  E 
Rdllzl = l}  -referring  to [17], the volume of Ed  can be 
calculated by 
(7) 
It follows ford > 3: 
Number of Samples in Ball -  nw 
Bd-'d 
- 
(8)  n  n 
5  __ 
7r 
Obviously the number of samples in the Ball decreases by 
fid-'d  if B < 1, which is the interesting case. To  have the 
same accuracy when estimating the medians, the decrease 
must be compensated by an exponential growth in the num- 
ber  of samples.  For three dimensions using the standard 
geometric algorithm, we have  found a good approximate 
for the demixing matrix by using 100,OOO samples, in four 
dimensions the reconstructed mixing matrix couldn't be re- 
constructed correctly, even with a larger number of sam- 
ples. 
A  different  approach  for higher  dimensions has been 
taken by [3] and [  191, where A has been calculated by using 
projections of X  from Rd  onto R2  along the differ- 
ent coordinate axes and reconsmcted the multidimensional 
matrix from the two-dimensional  solutions. However, this 
approach works only satisfactory if the mixing matrix A is 
close to the unit matrix up to permutation and scaling. Oth- 
erwise, even in three dimensions, this projection approach 
won? give the desired results, as can be  seen in figure 6, 
where the mixing matrix has been chosen as: 
1  0  0.65 
A=( 0  0  0  1  0.3)  0.7 
(9) 
*I  xz  -4  -4 
Figure  6:  Projection  of  a  three  dimensional  mixture  of 
Laplacian signals onto the three coordinate planes.  Note 
that the projection into the xl-xz-plane does not have two 
distinct  lines  which  are  needed  for the  geometric  algo- 
rithms. 
8  Conclusion 
We presented a new algorithm for linear ICA similar to 
geometric ICA using a SOM for the mixture space approx- 
imation.  SOMICA is very stable, and gives accuracy re- 
sults comparable or slightly better than  those of the Fas- 
lICA algorithm.  We also considered the problem of high 
dimensional data sets with respect to the geometrical algo- 
rithms and discussed how projections to low-dimensional 
1463 subspaces could solve this problem for a special class of 
mixing matrices.  SOMICA is very accurate but in its cur- 
rent non-improved  state very slow, so SOMICA is mostly 
interesting from a theoretical point of  view, especially if one 
tries to  generalize convergence and other theoretical results 
from self-organizing maps to ICA algorithms; for example, 
we hope to prove convergence of  the geometric algorithm 
in a manner similar to the SOM convergence proof in one 
dimension. 
Simulations  with  non-symmetrical  and non-unimodal 
distributions will  have to be  performed.  This is the sub- 
ject of  ongoing research in our group.  In the future,  the 
SOMICA algorithm could be  extended to the non-linear 
casc similar to [16]. 
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